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This paper presents a model and numerical results for turbulent natural convection 
in a cubical enclosure heated from below, cooled on a portion of one vertical side 
waif and insulated on all other surfaces. Three-dimensional balances were derived 
for material, energy, and the three components of momentum, as well as for the tur
bulent kinetic energy k and the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy E. The 
constants used in the model were the same as those used by Fraikin et al. for two
dimensional convection in a channel. Illustrative transient calculations were carried 
out for Ra= 106 and 101 and Pr= 0. 7. Both the dominant componem of the vector 
potential and the Nusselt number were found to converge ro a steady state. Isother
mal lines and velocity vecrors for vertical cross sections normal to the cooled wall in
dicated three-dimensional effects near the side walls. A top vif!w of the velocity vec
tors revealed a downward spiral flow near the side walls along the cooled vertical 
wall. A weak spiral flow 1vas also found along the side walls near the wall opposing 
the partially cooled one. The highest values of the eddy diffusivity were 2.6 and 5.8 
rimes the molecular kinematic viscosity for Ra= 106 and /01, respectively. A coaxial 
double spiral movemem, similar to that previously reported for laminar natural con
L'ection, was found for rhe rime-averaged flow field. This computing scheme is ex
pected ro be applicable ro other thermal boundary condirions. 

1 Introduction 

Turbulent natural convection is observed in many cir
cumstances. The primary aim of this work was to study 
narural convection in large enclosures such as passive solar 
rooms with a heated no or and a cooled window. The method 
is also expected to be useful for turbulent natural convection 
in other applications such as for the equalization of 
temp"erature in a large nuclear reactor containment filled with 
fluid, and for removal of the heat generated within the casing 
of electronic equipment by integrated circuits. Natural convec
tion in such applications necessarily becomes turbulent and 
three·dimensional due to the large scale of a solar room 
and/or the large temperature difference. Prior numerical 
calculations of turbulent natural convection have been limited 
primarily to boundary-layer 11ow and to two-dimensional 
flows in enclosures. 

Turbulent free convection in the boundary layer along aver· 
tical heated plate in an unconfined fluid has been computed by 
Plumb and Kennedy [I] and Lin and Churchill (ZI using a two
equation model, and by Fujii and Fujii [3) using a Glushko 
model. Farouk and Guceri (4) computed turbulent free con
vection about a horizontal cylinder in an unconfined fluid us
ing a k-E model developed for forced convection. 

Turbulent natural convection in a square channel with 
isothermally heated and cooled vertical walls and linear 
temperature profiles along the lower and upper horizontal 
boundaries was computed by Fraikin ct al. [51, also using a 
two-equation model. Their calculations we.re for air at 
Grashof numbers of 107

, 5 x 107 , and 106 • which they 
posculatcd to be in the turbulenr regime. Their maximum com
puted turbulent viscosity ranged from 4 times che molecular 

C11niribu1cd by rhe Hear Tr:imfer Oivi•ion and prc•ented a1 the 2Jrd National 
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viscosity at Gr = 107 to 9.6 times at 108 • They carried out a 
sensitivity analysis of several of the constants in the k-i: 
model. Perturbation of :: 10-20 percent for the constants in 
che model caused :1:40-50 percent changes in the turbulent 
properties but only 10 percent or less in the Nussclt number. 
However. ·chis result may be limited to their specific boundary 
conditions. 

Farouk and Giiceri (l:J .::akulated turbulent natural convec
tion for Ra up to 107 using a k-E model in cylindrical coor
dinates for a horizontal concentric annulus whose inner 
cylinder was heated and oucer cylinde.r cooled. They pointed 
out that at higher Rayleigh numbers a finer grid size would be 
necessary to compute the thin boundary layer next to the 
walls. 

Ozoe et al. [71 developed a compu.ting scheme using a k-E 
model for two-dimensional turbulent natural convection in a 
long square channel heated on one vertical wall. cooled on the 
opposite one, and thermally insulated along the upper and• 
lower horizontal walls. They carried out compurn.tions for 
water for Rayleigh numbers up to 1011 and obtained good 
agreement with experimental values for the overall Nusselt 
number and fair agreement for the cime·averagc!d vertical 
velocity. The latter agreement was improved by using 
modified values for the empirical constants in the k-E model as 
identifad through a sensitivity analysis. 

A primary objective of the present study was to develop a 
program for char::icterizing the heat transfer in ::i passive solar 
room which invokes three-dimensional turbulenc natural con
vection. A cubical enclosure was chosen !or modi:ling with the 
noor hc:uecJ and part of one of the vertical walls cooled to 
simula te a window. This model also simulates natural convec
tive cooling of the casing of electronic equipment. The two
dimensional computing scheme developed and verified ex
perimentally by Ozoc et al. (7) was utilized for this thrce
dimensional problem. 
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2 Turbulent Mathematical Model 

A direct extension of the two-dimensional mathematical 
model for turbulent natural convection used by Fraiklin et al. 
[5), Farouk and Gliceri (6), and Owe et al. [7J was used in this 
three-dimensional investigation. As reported by Ozoe et al. 
[7), the k-£: model proposed for low-Reynolds-number flow by 
Jones and Launder (8) was found to produce a numerically 
unstable solution for natural convection in a two-dimensional 
channel and was therefore not employed herein. 

The following seven equations represent in order and in 
dimensionless form the conservation of time-averaged 
momentum in the X, Y, and Z directions. of material. of 
energy, of turbulent kinetic energy, and of the rate of dissipa
tion of turbulent kinetic energy. 

The angle of inclination ti> of the X axis from a horizontal 
plane about the horizontal Y axis was included in the equa
tions. However, this angle of inclination was set to zero in the 
sample calculations in this work. 

au au au au 
--+U--+V--+W--aT ax a.Y · az 

=-a-[(a+vn ( au +~)] +~[<a+v;> ( au (l) ax ax ax aY aY 

av)] a[ (au aw)] + ax +-az (a+vn az-+ ax +a Tsin .p 

au)] a [ / av av)] a [ +-- +- (a+vi")I--+-- +- (a aY aY \ aY aY az 

+vn(~+ aw)]--a (P+.2..K) az aY ar 3 
(2) 

aw aw aw aw a [ ( aw 
a;-+Uax+V--a-Y+Waz-= ax (a+vi°) ax 

au)] a [ ( aw av)] a [ +-- +- (O'+v;> --+-- +- (a az ar ar az az 

----Nomenclature 

c, 
Cz 

Co 

c,. 
c, 
D 
E 

g 
H 
fl 
K 

k 

L 
I 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

parameter in k-E model 
parameter in k-t model 
constant= c::• 
parameter in k-t model 
parameter in k-t model 
y length of the enclosure, m 
dimensionless time-averaged rate of dissipation of 
turbulent kinetic energy =E/(alRaf3 /L 4

) 

acceleration due to gravity, mls2 

height of the enclosure, m 
dimensionless height of the enclosure = Ra}p 
dimensionless time-averaged turbulent kinetic 
energy =kl[(all)Ral,13] 2 _ _ 

turbulent kinetic energy = (u' 2 + u' z + W"1)12, 
m21s2 

x length of the enclosure, m 
length scale, m 
Prandtl mixing length, m 
normal direction, m 
overall Nusselt number 
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+v") ( aw+ aw )]-a Tcos <P-~(P+.2_ K) 1 az az az 3 
(3) 

au av aw --+--+--=0 ax aY az (4) 

ar ar ar ar a [( 11; ) ar] --+U--+V--+W--=- I+- --aT ax aY az ax 0'1 ax 

+-a [(1 +_i_)E..] +-a [(1 +..:l)E..] aY 0'1 aY az 0'1 az (5) 

aK + u aK + v aK + w aK = (0'+-1..._) ( aiK 
ar ax aY az O't aXl 

+ a2K + a2K) +-1-(.!!:.!.__ aK +.!:i_ ~ 
ayi azi 0'11: ax ax ay ay 

+....!!:.L~) +v [(au +~)2 + (~ aw)2 
az az ' a r ax az + a y 

( aw au)2 ( au)2 ( av)2 (aw)2] + --+-- +2 -- +2 -- +2 --ax az ax aY az 

-E -(1 _i_ ( ar sin q,-E_ cos q,) 
0'1 . ax az (6) 

iJE + U aE + V iJE + W aE = (O' + v;) ( a2 E + a2 E 
oT ax ar az O', axi aY1 

a1 E ) 1 ( a11; aE a11; aE a11; aE ) +-- +- ----+----+----azi a, ax ax aY ar az az 

E ((au av)2 (av aw)2 +c, - 11; --+-- + --+--K ar ax az ar 

( aw au)z ( au)2 ( av)2 (aw)z] + --+-- +2 -- +2 -- +2 --ax az ax ar az 
£l E ( ar ar ) ,,; 

-C2 --C,O'- --sin cb---cos q, --
K K ax az a, 

(7) 

The dimensionless eddy diffusivity is related as follows, per 
Jones and Launder ['8), to the dimensionless time-averaged 
curbulent kinetic energy and the dimensionless time-averaged 
rate of dis.sipation of turbulent kinetic energy 

p = time-averaged pressure, Pa 
Pr = Prandtl number = 11/a 

Ral = Rayleigh number= gfj(911 - 91)L31(a") 
T = dimensionless time-averaged temperature 
t = time, s 

U dimensionless time-averaged velocity in x direction 
= ul[(a/L)Ral/ll 

u component of time-averaged velocity in x direc· 
tion, mis 

V dimensionless time-averaged velocity in y direction 
= ul[(al L) Ra[' 3] 

u component of time-averaged velocity in y direc
tion, mis 

W dimensionless time-averaged velocity in z direction 
"" w/[(a/L) Ra}.' 3] 

w component of time-averaged velocity in z direc
tion, mis 

X dimensionless x coordinate = xl(LIRat'3) 

x = horizontal coordinate, m 
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K1 
v"=C -I ,. E (8) 

The dimensionless time-averaged variables in the above equa
tions are defined as 

x y z: u 
X=-, Y=-. Z=-,U=-. 

u w 
V=-, W=-, 

Xo Yo Z:o Uo Uo Wo 

I p k E IJ-80 
r=-, P=-, K=-, E=-, T=---, 

to Po ko Eo IJ,. -8, 
I 

• v, [g/3(8,.-81)]--3 L 
11, =-, Xo =Yo =Z:o= = RaL111 • 

11,
0 

CXV 

k = (~) 
2 

= (.:!_ Ra 111) 
2 

o Xo L l' ' 

Eo=a3 /~=a3 Raf3 /L4 , v,
0

=a, 

and 

Xo 
· 10 =--=L2/(Raf3a). 

Uo 

The equations for the conservation of momentum were 
cross-differentiated and subtracted to eliminate the pressure 
terms, resulting in the following three equations for the com
ponents of the vorticity 

---- Nomenclature (cont.) 

Y = dimensionless y coordinate = y/(L/Rai' 3) 

y = horizontal coordinate, m 
Z = dimensionless vertical coordinate = z/(L/Ra}.' 1) 

z: = vertical coordinate, m 
a = thermal diffusivity, m2/s 

a, eddy diffusivity for heat transfer, m2/s 
{j = volumetric coefficient of expansion with 

temperature, K - 1 

E = time-averaged rate of dissipation of turbulent 
kinetic energy, m2 /s1 

8 temperature, K 
80 = = (811 +- 91)/2, K 

JC = von Karman's constant = 0.42 
µ. = viscosity, Pa•s 

11 = kinematic viscosity = µ.Ip, m2/s 
111 = eddy diffusivity, m2/s 
11; = dimensionless eddy diffusivity = v,la. = c,. K21E 
p = density, kg/ml 
a = Prandtl number = 11/cr. 
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aT 
-a--cos <P ay 

av: ao2 av: ao2 av: ao, av: aol 
+-- --+2 --------------a Y a Y az az ax a Y az a y 

~;)] 

+ 2 av: aol + av: ~- av; ~- av; ao2 
a Y a Y az az ax az a Y az 

[ 
a1 11• av a2 v• av a2 v; 

+2 --'---+ I +---axz ax axa Y rr axaz 
av 
az 

(9) 

ax = Prandtl number for the turbulent kinetic energy 
a, turbulent Prandtl number = 111/a, • 
a, = Prandtl number for the rate of dissipation of tur-

bulent kinetic energy · 
r = dimensionless time = t/{l2 /(Raf.'1a>J 

r w = wall shear sO'ess, N/m1 

tj) = angle of inclination of the X axis of the cube from 
a horizontal plane about the horizontal Y axis 

t/I; dimensionless time-averaged vector potential 
O; dimensionless time-averaged vorticity 

Subscripts 

0 = 
l, 2. 3 

c 
H= 
h 
L 
I = 

dimensional reference value 
empirical constants of turbulent model. or x, y, 
and z: directions 
center or central-plane value 
height as a reference value 
heated wall 
width as a reference value 
cooled wall 
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-( a1
11r au a1

11r au a1
11r :

2
u )] 

axar ax +ayr---aY+ araz fJ 

aT 
-11-- sin q, (11) aY 

The dimensionless vorticity is here defined as follows: 

a, aw av -----aY az 

G= 02 
au aw ----- (12) az ax 

01 
av au -----ax aY 

The three-dimensional vector potential is related to the 
velocity vector as follows, thereby automatically satisfying the 
continuity equation: 

u at/Ii_ at/11 
ay az 

V= v . at/;·, at/;l 
(13) -----az ax 

w at/;2 iJt/11 -----ax ay 

The vector potential is presumed to be solenoidal ( V •1/1 
0), and the vector potential is therefore related to vorticity as 
follows: 

ll=VXV=-V 2 Y, (14) 

Ozoe et aL [7J performed a sensitivity analysis for the con
stants of k-E turbulent model and determined different values 
for C1 and 11, rather than those list.ed below. However, since 
the applicability of these values for different geometric and 
thermal boundary conditions is not known, they were not 
employed herein. The following empirical constants recom
mended by Launder and Spalding (9) were used, except for C, 
in the buoyant term of the E equation, which was adopted 
from Fraikin et al. (5): Cu = 0.09, C1 = 1.44, C2 = l.92, C, 
= 0.7, "K = I, 11, = l.3, and u1 = I. 

The boundary conditions for the cubic room shown in Fig. 1 
are summarized as follows: 

J Temperature 

T=0.5 at Z = Ra}p = H 

T = - 0.5 for Z = 0.106H to 0.679H at X = 0. 

aT/an = 0 on all Other walls. 

2 Velocity 

All components of the velocity arc zero on the wall, i.e., 

U= V= W=OatX=O and Ra~3 (l/H) 

3 Vorticity 

Y:O and RaW(D/H) 

Z=O and Ra~l 

(15) 

The components of vorticity are extrapolated from the fluid 
velocity at one time step earlier. (This approximation holds 
rigorously at the tinal steady state.) Thus 

aw av in H ll1 =0, 01 = ---. 01 =--at X=O and Raff (LI ) ax ax 
aw au 

0 1 =--, 01 =0, a1 = --- at Y=O and Ra~1 (DIH) aY aY 
(16) 

av au d 1n 
0 1 = --- 0 1 =-- a1 =0 at Z=O an Raff az · az • 
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Fig. 1 Thermal boundary conditions for illustratlve calculatlona for a 
cubical box 

4 Vector potential 

The following boundary conditions by Hirasaki and 
Hellums (10} for a rigid wall were adopted 

fJt/11 . 1/l 
ax=•h=!/11 =0atX=OandRaH (LIH) 

aY,z 
"11 = aY =1/11 =0 at Y=O and Ra}:1(D/H) (17) 

ay,1 
Y, 1 =Y,1 =--=0 at Z=O and Ra}p az 

5 Dimensionless turbulent kinetic energy K 

The turbulent kinetic energy K was set to zero on all of the 
walls. 

6 Rate of dissipation of dimensionless turbulent kinetic 
energy E 

The rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy is propor
tional to k111 //, where I is a characteristic length expressing the 
scale of the turbulence. Since both k and I are zero on the wall, 
the value of E is indetenninant. However, the rate of dissipa
tion E at a short distance from the waJI can be derived as 
follows according to Kawamura (11). First, let 

kl/2 
E=C0 -

/ 
(18) 

where C0 is an unknown constant to be decided. Near the wall 
the characteristic length can be taken as equal to the Prandtl 
milting length /'" = I = ICY where y is the distance from the 
wall. Since r .. = p11, duldy and 11, = r. dulay, duldy = 
u" 11'" where u• is the friction velocity .Jr ,.ip. Then 11,. = l'"u• 
and 11, = C,. k2/E == C,. k 112 fm1C0 • Hence k = (C0 u"IC,.)2. 
Presuming local equilibrium, i.e., a rate C?f..I!!oduction equal 
to the rate of dissipation, then gives I u • u' I duldy = "' 
(du/dy) 2 = ~.Finally considering 11, = C,. k 11t and duldy = 
u•//, we get k = C,. (u")2/Ci,. Hence C0 = C!'4 and e41 = 
C!'' kml(ic Ay) at y = Ay. Fraikin et al. (SJ used this approx
imation, although they did not describe the derivation in 
detail. 

The E equation was solved only in a reduced region ex
cluding the walls. A finite-difference approximation was 
developed for equations (5) to (7) and (9) to (12), using a first
order forward approximation for the time step and a second
ordcr central difference for the length derivatives. 

According to Ozoe ct al. (7) too coarse a grid size in com
parison to the velocity resulted in too large a cell Reynolds 
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Fig. 2 Computed velocity vecto111 In vertical planes normal to the 
hHted and cooled walls at Ra .a 107 and Pr = 0.7: (al Y = 0.05H; (Ill Y 
.. o.sH" 

zrf_x --------, 

i] II 

~ 
Vt • 

J 
(a) 

Tn = 0.5 

( b) 

0.4 

Tn • 0. 5 
Fig. 3 Computed Isothermal llnes In vertical planes normal to lhe 
heated and cooled walls 11 Ra = 101 and Pr = 0.7: (al Y '"' O.OSH; (Ill Y 
= O.SH 

number and a strange mode of flow for two-dimensional tur
bulent natural convection. They therefore adopted a hybrid 
scheme suggested by Patankar [121 in which the upwind 
scheme was employed only when the matrix coefficient 
became negative. This scheme yielded the stable. experimen
tally observed mode of flow . A similar scheme was employed 
in this work. The numerical scheme of integration. which 
utilized the A.DJ. method, is the same as that or (7}. 

3 Computed Results 

The turbulent regime begins at Gr = 109 for convection 
along a heated vertical wall in an unconfined fluid and at Ra 
= 2 x 104 for convection in an enclosure heated from below 
and cooled from above. The boundary conditions of this in
vestigation encompass these two limiting cases. Hence the 
primary calculations were carried out ror Ra = 10" and 107 

and Pr = 0. 7. The number of divisions are 20 by 10 by 10 for 
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HOT T11•0.5 

rr==-y~~~~~~~ , 
z 
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~ " '" " " """"""I H 0 r T1i • 0.5 

(a) 

lb) 

Fig. 4 Computed Isothermal lines In Yertlcal planes parallel to the cool· 
ed wall at Ra = 107 and Pr= 0.7: (l)X "' 0.041H; (bl X = 0.904H 

Ra = 106 and 24 by 10 by 14 for Ra = 101 in the X, Y, and Z 
directions. respectively. Closer spacings were employed near 
the .surfaces except for the one in the Y direction at Ra = l 06 . 

The grid sizes were determined on a trial basis. At least two 
grid points were taken beteween the surface and the point of 
local peak velocity for the boundary-layer-type now over the 
vertical cooled wall and over the hot horizontal floor. This 
scheme was based on the experience obtained from the com
putations for the two-dimensional turbulent natural convec
tion by Ozoe et al. [7]. 

The overall Nusselt number on the heated floor and the Y 
component of the vector potential at the center of the region 
were used as a measure of convergence. The criterion of con
vergence was a relative change of the average Nusselt number 
on the heated floor of less than 10-• . The Y component of the 
vector potential was also used as an indication of the trend of 
convergence. The number of iterations required fa; Ra = 106 

was 1600 and for Ra = l07 was 1400. The initial condition for 
Ra = 106 was the numerical solution for the laminar model. 

The converged overall Nusselt number on the heated floor 
was 6.04 at Ra = 106 and 13.27 at Ra = 107 • The ratio of 
these two Nusselt numbers is 2.2, suggesting the proportionali
ty of the overaJI Nusselt number to the l / J power of the 
Rayleigh number, as is known to hold for the turbulent 
regime. 

Representative results, mostly for Ra = 107 and Pr = 0. 7, 
are shown in graphic form as follows . The computed velocity 
vectors at a steady state of Ra = 107 and Pr = O. 7 are de
scribed in Fig. 2 for two vertical planes of constant Y. The 
length of the arrow represents the magnitude of the velocity 
projected on the indicated vertical X-Z plane. The velocity 
vectors at Y = 0.21.H (not shown) and 0 .5 R are similar to 
each other but chat at Y = 0.0S ii differs greatly due to the 
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Fig. 5 Computed velocity vectors In vertical planes parallel to the 
coole~wallatRa= io! and Pr= 0.7:(a)X = 0.01&H;(tl)X = 0.14H;(c)X 
= O.SH; (d) X = 0.935 H . 

presence of the wall and the resulting three-dimensional effect. 
Boundary-layer-type flow can be seen along the vertical cold 
window and the heated floor in Fig. 2(b). 

The computed isothermal lines at Ra = 107 and Pr = 0.7 
are shown in Fig . 3 for two vertical planes of constant Yand in 
Fig. 4 for two vert ical planes of constant X. The lsothermal 
lines are dense over the left window due to the cooling and also 
over the heated floor, especially under the window. The 
isothermal lines at Y = o.osR differ rrom those ac Y = o.sil 
due to the pre~ence of the side wall. The computed isothermal 
lines for two vert ical planes of constant X can be seen in Fig. 
4. The isothermal lines are symmetric with respect tO Y = 
O.SH due to the symmetric boundary condition. The sym
metry of the computed values about Y ~ O.Sfi assures co 
some ex.tent the reliability o f the computations. A cold area 
prevails along the side walls ac Y ~ 0 and R as seen in Fig. 
4 (a) at X = 0.041R. but in Fig. 4(b) at X = 0.904H two cold 
areas like cat eyes appear near the rear wall. These 
characteristics are apparently due to the three-dimensional 
effects. 

The three dimensionality of the flow can a lso be seen in the 
vertical view of the velociry vectors as shown in Fig. 5 for 
various planes 0i X. These vectors are those seen from the 
window side. The symmetry with respect to Y = O.SR is clear. 
The downward velocity near the X = 0 plane is described for 
X = 0.016R in Fig. 5(a). Near the rear wall at X = 0.935H, 
the flow is upward as seen in Fig. 5 ( d). An inceresdng but 
weak pattern of now can be seen ac X = 0. 14H and O.SH in 
Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c), respectively. Near the side walls at Y 
= 0 and R in Fig. 5 ( c), a weak spiral motion appears to exist 
with its axis in the direction or the main flow. 

The three dimensionality of the flow is best indicated by 
velocity vectors in the horizontal plane, as shown in Fig. 6 for 
various heights at Ra = 101 • On the right-hand side of each 
graph, the arrow of the maximum velocity is drawn to indicate 
the relative magnitude of the velocity components. The now 
pattern is symmetric with respect to the Y = o.sR plane. The 
main now near the top plane is coward the cooled window at X 
= 0, as seen in Fig. 6(a). Figure 6(d) shows flow in the 
reverse d irection just above the floor, as expected from Fig. 2. 
However, as seen in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) a secondary now in 
the form of a spiral apparently occurs along the vertical corner 
over the cooled window adjacent to the two side walls. The 
velocity component in the Y direction is one order less than 
that in the X direction. and these spiral velocity components 
may not be strong enough to make a complete spiral at the in
dicated locations. even though they reveal some deflection 
from the main circulating flow. 
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Fig. 7 Computed contout8 of the dlmen1lonln• eddy dlffu1lvlty In..,. 
tic.al pl1nH perpendicular to the hHled and cooled wall• at. Ra• 10• 
and Pr ,. 0.7: (1) Y = 0.1 H; (ti) Y "' 0.5H 

The turbulent intensity is not strong. and the maximum 
values of the dimensionless eddy diffusivity arc 1.84 and 4.03 
for Ra = 106 and 107

, respeaively. As shown in Table l. these 
are 2.6 and 5.8 times the molecular kinematic viscosity. 
Contour maps of the eddy diffusivity at Ra = 10' are shown 
in Fig. 7, and those at Ra = 107 in Fig. 8. The peak value of.; 
occurs in the venical plane Y = O.IR at Ra = 10', and in I.be 
plane Y = o.osR at Ra = 107 as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 
8(a). The eddy diffusivity is also relatively large along the 
heated floor. Contour maps for a symmetric plane are shown 
in Figs. 7(b) and 8(b) for Ra = la6 and 107 , respectively. 
The maximum eddy diffusivity probably occurs near the side 
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Table 1 Summary of the computed results 

Nu on the floor 
Dimensionless maximum velocity, W 
Maximum of v: 

Maximum of v;lv 

Ra= 106 

6.04 
3.02S 
1.84 

2.6 

(al 

(bl 

( c) 

107 

13.27 
S.3SO 
4.03 

S.8 

Fig. 8 Computed contours of the dimensionless eddy dllluslvlty In HI'• 

tlcal pl•n!'• •t R•,. 107 •nd Pr ,. 0.7: (•} Y ,. O.OSH; (b} Y .. O.SH; (c) .X 
,. 0.0048H 

wall because of the downward spiral movement seen in Figs. 
6(b) and 6(c). This is more evident in the contour maps of 
the eddy diffusivity in a vertical plane X = 0.0046H as seen 
from the cold window per Fig. 8(c). The eddy diffusivity has 
a pcalc value near the side walls adjacent to the corner over the 
vertical cooled window. These characteristics, which were 
observed for both Ra = 106 and 107 , confirm the importance 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 9 Computed contours In a v1rtfcal pl•n• at Y = O.SH perp1n· 
dlcular to the heated and cooled wall* at Ra "' 107 and Pr = 0.7: (a} 
dimensionless time-averaged turi>utilnt kinetic energy; (bl dlmen· 
slonless tlm•averaged rate of dlsatpa•on of turbulent kinetic energy 

I 

Fig. 10 Perapecllve vi- of a computed streaklln• tor the llm• 
averaped v!'loclty:_Ra .. 10•, Pr .. 0.7; starting point txo. Yo, Zo> :! 
(0.&eH. 0.7H, 0.83H); duration ~ = 1500; eye point (X, Y, Z) :s (-12H, 
12H, -sH'I 

of 1hree-dimensional computations for the turbulent 
convection. 

The contour maps of the turbulent kinetic energy and the 
rate of dissipation of turbulent ~inetic energy arc shown in 
Fig. 9 at Ra = 107 and Pr = 0.1, both in the vertical plane of 
symmetry at Y -= 0.5H. The peak values of these turbulent 
properties occur both along the FOid window and over the 
heated noor due to the strong shear in a nuid stream between 
a rigid wall and a stagnant core. 

The flow characteristics can be ipentificd more clearly from 
plots of streaklines than from the ttclocity vectors. Figure 10 is 

I 
r 
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a perspective view for Ra = 106 and Pr = 0. 7 of the streakline 
for the time-averaged velocity of a particle starting from (X0 , 

Y0 , Z0) = (0.66fl, 0.1il, 0.63ii) as shown by the rectangular 
symbol. This streakline reveals the characteristic coaxial dou
ble spiral movemenc computed and observed experimentally 
by Ozoe et al. (13] for laminar natural convection in various 
enclosures. The particle should return to the starting point 
following a reduction in its radius of circulation near Y = H. 
The axis of the strong circulating !low is not at the center of 
the X-Z cross section but lower and away from the cooled 
area due to the nonsymmetric thermal boundary conditions. 
The velocity is very slow at the initial, small radius of circula
tion due to the rather stagnant core. However, once the parti
cle joins the main flow along the walls, its circulating velocity 
increases greatly. In this example, 80 percent of the time of the 
particle generating this streakline was spent in the central 
spiral of small radius. This result suggests that such a spiral 
movement exists for the time-averaged velocity field even in 
the turbulent regime in spite of significant differences in the 
geometric and thermal boundary conditions, and also that this 
spiral movement is a general characteristic of natural convec
tion in a confined regime. 

Although the computation was limited up to Ra = 107 due 
to the computational time of more than an hour, the scheme 
itself would be expected to be applicable at least up to Ra = 
1011 , if a finer grid size were used, based on our experience 
with two-dimensional natural convection in [7]. 

Summary 

A three-dimensional k-E model for turbulent natural con
vection in a cubical room heated on the floor and cooled on a 
part of one of the venical walls was solved numerically for Ra 
= 106 and 107 and Pr = 0.7. The maximum eddy diffusivity 
was 2.6 and 5.8 times the molecular kinematic viscosity at Ra 
= 106 and 107, resp~tively. The overall Nusselt numbers on 
the heated floor wc:re 6.04 and 13.27 for Ra = 106 and 107

, 

respectively, suggesting proportionality of the Nusselt number 
to the 1/3 power of the Raylei1~h number. 

Complicated spiral vectors were found to exist in the 
downward and horizontal time-averaged flows both for Ra = 
106 and 107

• 

The compuced values of all variables were found to be sym
metric in terms of the central vertical plane normal to the cool
ed area, thus confirming to some extent the reliability of the 
computations. A coaxial double spiral movement, similar to 
that previously reported for laminar natural convection, was 
found for the time-averaged flow field . 

The computational scheme developed herein is expected to 
be applicable for other thermal boundary conditions which 
generate turbulent three-dimensional natural convection in a 
confined regime. 

Although the computed results in this paper are for a 
cubical enclosure orienced horizontally, and for a particular 
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set of boundary conditions, the finiteldifference model is ap
plicable for other aspect ratios, arbitrary boundary condi-
tions, and arbitrary inclinations. '. 

Experimental measurements apparently do not exist to test 
these particular computations critically. However, the model 
itself has been tested and found to be reliable for closely 
related two-<limensionaJ convection (7]. 

The computations were necessarily limited by computer 
demands to 24 grids or fewer in each direction. However, 
based on tests of similar two-dimensional calculations, this 
grid is presumed to be suffici1:nt to rfeal the correct pattern 
of flow. ! 
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